Bus: 1
Route: R1 PM CRAVER/RYH/RYE
Anchor Name: RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

12:22 pm  RYE BUS GARAGE
12:23 pm  2067 MAIN ST (CRAVER ONLY) [S]
12:35 pm  EXIT 71 [N]
12:41 pm  APPLEWOOD DR @ BLUE SPRUCE DR [W]
12:43 pm  TRUE VALUE [NW]
12:46 pm  CRAVER MS
12:54 pm  RYE HS
12:55 pm  RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1:00 pm  RYE BUS GARAGE

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus: 1  
Route: R-1 PPM CRAVER/RYH/RYE  
Anchor Name: RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2:54 pm  RYE BUS GARAGE  
2:55 pm  RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  
3:00 pm  RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  
3:00 pm  RYE HS  
3:08 pm  CRAVER MS  
3:11 pm  TRUE VALUE [SE]  
3:13 pm  BLUE SPRUCE DR @ APPLEWOOD DR [S]  
3:18 pm  EXIT 71 [N]  
3:32 pm  2067 MAIN ST (CRAVER ONLY) [N]  
3:32 pm  RYE BUS GARAGE

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus: 58
Route: R-58 CRAVER/RYH/RYE PM
Anchor Name: RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

11:59 am  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE
12:24 pm  EXIT 88 (BURNT MILL RD) [NW]
12:29 pm  EXIT 83 [N]
12:36 pm  EXIT 77 [N]
12:43 pm  BENT BROTHERS BLVD @ VALVERDE WAY [E]
12:46 pm  CRAVER MS
12:54 pm  RYE HS
12:55 pm  RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1:50 pm  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus: 58
Route: R-58 PM CRAVER/RYH/RYE
Anchor Name: RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2:05 pm   PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE
2:55 pm   RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3:00 pm   RYE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3:00 pm   RYE HS
3:08 pm   CRAVER MS
3:11 pm   BENT BROTHERS BLVD @ VALVERDE CIR [NW]
3:18 pm   EXIT 77 [S]
3:25 pm   EXIT 83 [S]
3:30 pm   88 @ BURNT MILL RD S [S]
3:55 pm   PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students